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Abstract

& An important method for studying how the brain processes
familiar stimuli is to present the same item on more than one
occasion and measure how responses change with repetition.
Here we use repetition priming in a sparse functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) study to probe the neuroanatomical
basis of spoken word recognition and the representations of
spoken words that mediate repetition priming effects. Partic-
ipants made lexical decisions to words and pseudowords spoken
by a male or female voice that were presented twice, with half of
the repetitions in a different voice. Behavioral and neural priming
was observed for both words and pseudowords and was not
affected by voice changes. The fMRI data revealed an elevated

response to words compared to pseudowords in both posterior
and anterior temporal regions, suggesting that both contribute
to word recognition. Both reduced and elevated activation for
second presentations (repetition suppression and enhancement)
were observed in frontal and posterior regions. Correlations be-
tween behavioral priming and neural repetition suppression were
observed in frontal regions, suggesting that repetition priming
effects for spoken words reflect changes within systems involved
in generating behavioral responses. Based on the current results,
these processes are sufficiently abstract to display priming de-
spite changes in the physical form of the stimulus and operate
equivalently for words and pseudowords. &

INTRODUCTION

An important method for studying how the brain pro-
cesses familiar stimuli is to present the same object or
word on more than one occasion and observe how
behavioral and neural responses are changed by repeti-
tion. This repetition priming technique has produced
countless demonstrations of faster and more accurate
behavioral responses for items that have been recently
encountered. At the neural level, a common finding is
that repeated stimulus presentation results in decreased
neural activity as measured using positron emission
tomography (PET) or functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI). Brain regions that are activated during
the first presentation of a particular stimulus show a
reduced response to second presentations (for a review,
see Henson, 2003; Schacter & Buckner, 1998).

Repetition priming can provide a direct means of
testing how the brain converts sensory impressions into
a stable representation of the important entities in the
outside world. The rationale behind these studies is that
if a brain region shows the same priming effect irre-
spective of changes to physical characteristics of the
stimuli, such as size differences for visually presented
objects (Vuilleumier, Henson, Driver, & Dolan, 2002) or
case differences for visually presented words (Dehaene,

Naccache, Cohen, et al., 2001), then neural processes in
this region can be inferred to operate over more abstract
(view independent or case independent) representa-
tions. Recent priming studies have characterized a suc-
cession of neural processing stages by which an abstract
representation of printed words is generated in the fusi-
form gyrus, independent of the case and retinal position
of the constituent letters (Dehaene, Naccache, Ciuciu,
et al., 2004; Dehaene, Naccache, Cohen, et al., 2001).
Similarly, for visually presented objects and faces, fMRI
studies using repetition priming have revealed a series
of dissociable processing stages by which the sensory
properties of visual stimuli are converted into more
abstract representations, independent of viewpoint,
surface texture and orientation ( James, Humphrey,
Gati, Menon, & Goodale, 2002; Vuilleumier et al., 2002;
Koutsaal et al., 2001; Kourtzi & Kanwisher 2000; Grill-
Spector et al., 1999).

In the current work we apply a similar fMRI repeti-
tion priming technique to probe neural processes in-
volved in the identification of spoken words. When
applied to spoken word recognition, the approach
adopted in neuroimaging studies of visual priming is
challenged by a controversy concerning the role of
abstract representations in spoken word recognition.
Existing visual priming research is predicated on the
assumption that progressively more abstract perceptual
representations are generated by discarding irrelevant
detail in the sensory input. However, research usingMRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge, UK
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spoken stimuli has revealed a number of situations in
which specific, surface details of speech are retained and
influence the processing of subsequent repetitions. For
instance, behavioral studies have shown that changes
to the voice used to produce first and second presen-
tations can reduce the magnitude of repetition prim-
ing observed with spoken materials (McLennan & Luce,
2005; Pilotti et al., 2000; Goldinger, 1996). These and
other results showing the retention of surface detail for
speech in episodic memory (Goldinger, 1998; Sheffert,
1998; Church & Schacter, 1994; Palmeri, Goldinger,
& Pisoni, 1993; Schachter & Church, 1992) challenge
the idea that behavioral or neural priming of spo-
ken words depends on representations that are suffi-
ciently abstract as to exclude the surface details of
speech (cf. ‘‘episodic’’ accounts of spoken word recog-
nition [Goldinger 1996, 1998] that deny any role for ab-
stract representations).

We can contrast these episodic accounts with more
traditional, abstractionist accounts in which word recog-
nition and repetition priming are both mediated by
abstract representations that exclude the surface details
of spoken words (e.g., Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Norris,
1994). In assessing the neural basis of these diverse
accounts of spoken word recognition, neuroimaging
evidence concerning the systems that mediate repetition
priming is highly relevant. For instance, if explicit mem-
ory, but not lexical/semantic representations, encode
the surface detail of speech (see Luce & Lyons, 1998)
then we might observe different repetition priming
profiles within neural systems involved in episodic
memory and lexical processing.

A further issue in studying neural repetition priming
for spoken words concerns the anatomical complexity
of the auditory system. The ventral, object processing
pathway in vision is well studied in macaques, and a
hierarchy of processing stages has long been established
for visual object processing in ventral occipital and tem-
poral lobe regions (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). Evi-
dence for hierarchical organization in fMRI studies
of visual priming in humans therefore builds on, and
is supported by, evidence from single-cell recordings in
primates. However, similar homologies between ma-
caque and man in the auditory domain are less clearly
established. Recent evidence from macaques point to
multiple processing pathways (dorsal and ventral) in the
superior temporal lobe that receive input from the pri-
mary auditory cortex (Kaas & Hackett, 2000; Rauschecker
& Tian, 2000; for a review, see Rauschecker, 1998). How-
ever, it remains unclear how these various pathways
subserve complex linguistic functions in humans.

Recent functional neuroimaging studies provide evi-
dence that speech perception is based on hierarchical
processing pathways that radiate from the primary audi-
tory cortex (Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Scott & Johnsrude,
2003; Binder, Frost, Bellgowan, et al., 2000; Scott, Blank,
Rosen, & Wise, 2000) with abstraction from acoustic

properties of speech at higher levels (Davis & Johnsrude,
2003). However, the neural basis of auditory word recog-
nition in humans has not been clearly established. Some
researchers propose that a posterior, inferior temporal
system plays a crucial role in word recognition (Hickok
& Poeppel, 2000, 2004), drawing on evidence from apha-
sic stroke patients that suggests a role for the poste-
rior inferior temporal cortex in assigning meaning to
speech (Bates et al., 2003). Others emphasize a role for
anterior temporal regions in word identification (Scott &
Johnsrude, 2003), consistent with the location of auditory
association cortex in macaques (Romanski et al., 1999)
and supported by the semantic deficits that follow ante-
rior temporal lobe damage in humans with semantic
dementia (e.g., Chan et al., 2001; Galton et al., 2001;
Mummery et al., 1999). In the light of these disagree-
ments, a further goal of the present study was therefore
to use neural repetition priming to explore the func-
tional role of anterior and posterior temporal systems in
spoken word recognition.

One illustration of how neural repetition priming
can be used to identify systems critical for the recogni-
tion of familiar stimuli comes from the literature on
face perception. Neuroimaging studies from Henson
and colleagues (Eger, Schweinberger, Dolan, & Henson,
2005; Rothstein, Henson, Treves, Driver, & Dolan, 2004;
Henson, Price, Rugg, Turner & Friston, 2002; Henson,
Shallice, & Dolan, 2000) have highlighted a number of
regions of the temporal lobe that show neural priming
for repetitions of familiar faces but not for unfamiliar
faces, particularly when different views of the same face
are repeated (Eger et al., 2005; Rothstein et al., 2004).
These findings suggest that abstract representations of
facial identity, independent of the physical stimulus,
are encoded in ventral, anterior temporal regions that
show interactions between familiarity and priming. A
similar interaction has recently been shown for written
words, with priming observed for familiar words but not
for unfamiliar pseudowords in the left fusiform gyrus
(Fiebach, Gruber, & Supp, 2005). In the context of
spoken word recognition, these findings suggest that
comparing neural priming for familiar words and unfa-
miliar pseudowords may provide a means of isolating
the neural systems critical for word recognition. In the
behavioral literature, the presence or absence of priming
for unfamiliar pseudowords is a topic of debate (for
reviews, see Bowers, 2000; Tenpenny, 1995). There is
agreement, however, that for the lexical decision task,
greater priming is observed for real words (see McKone
& Dennis. 2000; Mimura, Verfaellie, & Milberg, 1997;
Bowers, 1996; Brown & Carr, 1993; Duchek & Neely,
1989; Ratcliff, Hockley, & McKoon, 1985), although re-
sults for perceptual identification and naming are more
mixed (e.g., Brown & Carr, 1993; Rueckl, 1990; Feustel,
Shiffrin, & Salasoo, 1983).

The present study therefore uses fMRI to assess the
neural systems activated in response to spoken words
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and pseudowords, and evaluates how neural responses
change with repetitions of either the physically identical
stimulus, or a recording of the same item produced by a
different speaker. By analogy to prior investigations of
face recognition and priming, this design will allow us to
assess whether the brain regions that show repetition
priming are engaged in abstract perceptual processing of
familiar items. However, for spoken word recognition,
overlap between repetition priming effects and regions
involved in encoding and retrieving specific episodic
memories of prior encounters are also of interest.
Previous neuroimaging studies of spoken word priming
using stem completion or word generation have found
reduced activity for repeated word presentations in left
inferior frontal regions and inferior temporal regions
(Buckner, Koutstaal, Schacter, & Rosen, 2000). However,
repetition-related reductions have not been observed in
auditory regions for word stimuli (Badgaiyan, Schacter,
& Alpert, 2001; Wagner, Koutsaal, Maril, Schacter, &
Buckner, 2000; although see Bergerbest, Ghahremani,
& Gabrieli, 2004, for a study using environmental
sounds). Priming effects observed for these ‘‘genera-
tion’’ tasks (such as stem completion) may not be com-
parable to the perceptual tasks commonly used in
behavioral studies of spoken word recognition and in
comparable fMRI studies of face perception. In the cur-
rent work, our primary interest was in priming effects
that reflect neural processes involved in spoken word
recognition rather than response generation. However,
it is not clear that fMRI repetition priming provides an
unambiguous measure of these perceptual processes
(Dobbins, Schnyer, Verfaellie, & Schacter, 2004). We ad-
dress this possibility by conducting correlation analyses
to assess which repetition-related neural changes are
most predictive of the magnitude of behavioral priming
in single trials.

METHODS

The current fMRI study used an event-related, sparse-
imaging design with a factorial crossing of three varia-
bles: lexicality (words vs. pseudowords), repetition (first
vs. second presentations), and voice (some stimuli were
repeated in the same or different voice to initial pre-
sentations). Repetitions occurred after approximately 12
intervening items (�30-sec delay). Participants were
required to make a lexical decision (real vs. pseudo-
word) to each item.

Participants

Thirteen participants (7 women) took part in the fMRI
study. All were right-handed, native speakers of English
between the ages of 18 and 40 years. All participants
gave informed consent after the experimental procedure
was explained.

Stimuli

The stimulus set consisted of 240 low-frequency words
(monosyllabic and bisyllabic concrete nouns) and 240
pseudowords, divided into eight groups matched on a
number of variables (length in phonemes and syllables,
bigram/trigram frequency, uniqueness/deviation point,
and for the words, imageability and CELEX frequency;
Baayen, Piepenbrock, & van Rijn, 1993). An analysis of
variance (ANOVA), in which group was entered as the
fixed factor and each of these variables as the dependent
measure, revealed no significant differences between
the groups (Fs < 1). The stimuli in four groups (a–d)
were treated as the test items and presented twice,
whereas those of the remaining four groups (e–h) were
used as fillers and presented only once. The stimuli
were recorded on digital audio tape (DAT) in a sound-
proof booth by both a male and a female native English
speaker at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and edited into
separate files for playback using Cool Edit software,
Syntrillium Software Corp., Phoenix, AZ. The recorded
stimuli were checked by a phonetician for any differ-
ences in pronunciation between the two speakers to
avoid confounds between phonetic variation and po-
tential voice effects.

Experimental Design

The experimental design included 120 test words (con-
crete nouns, divided into four matched groups of 30
items) and 120 test pseudowords (also divided into four
matched groups) each of which were presented twice.
Half of all repetitions were in a ‘‘different voice’’ from the
first presentations. To cancel out item-specific effects,
the four groups of test items were pseudorandomly as-
signed to same voice and different voice repetitions for
different volunteers, creating a four-version experiment.
Repetitions occurred after approximately 12 intervening
items (�30-sec delay). In addition, 120 filler words and
120 pseudowords were added to the design (matched
to the groups of test items on relevant psycholinguistic
variables), each presented once to disguise stimulus rep-
etition. This configuration resulted in 480 test trials and
240 filler trials, 720 trials overall. In addition to these test
and filler trials, 240 null events (instances where no
stimulus was presented) were used to provide a resting
baseline, resulting in a total of 960 events in the experi-
ment. These 960 events were divided into three ses-
sions of 320 trials each. Stimuli were presented with a
stimulus onset asynchrony of 2.506 sec, synchronized to
alternate with the echo-planar imaging (EPI) acquisition.
Each scanning session lasted approximately 13 min.

Behavioral Procedure and Analysis

Each participant was given a brief practice session before-
hand as well as a short practice block that included the
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rapid alternation of stimuli and scanner noise once in the
scanner. This practice block was followed by the three
13-min scanning runs. The stimuli were presented audi-
torily over high-quality headphones (Resonance Tech-
nology, Commander XG system) using DMDX software
running on a Windows PC (Forster & Forster, 2003). Par-
ticipants made lexical decision responses to each target
on a custom button box held in their right hand by
pressing a button under their index finger to indicate
a word, or a button with their middle finger to indicate
a pseudoword. Accuracy and reaction times (RTs, with
millisecond accuracy, measured from word onset) were
recorded. Accuracy feedback was given only in the prac-
tice blocks.

Incorrect responses were discarded from the RT
analyses and mean response times and accuracy for each
participant in each condition were calculated. Because
stimuli were counterbalanced and different items were
pseudorandomly assigned to different repetition condi-
tions for different volunteers, ANOVA by items was not
considered necessary (Raaijmakers, Schrijnemakers, &
Gremmen, 1999).

fMRI Scanning Technique and Data Analysis

Imaging was performed on a 3T Bruker scanner using
a head coil. Functional images were collected using 21
axial slices angled away from the eyes and covering most
of the brain (slice thickness 4 mm, interslice distance
1 mm, matrix size 64 � 64, field of view 20 � 20 cm,
in-plane resolution of approximately 3 � 3 mm) with
an EPI sequence (TR = 2.506 sec). To avoid interfer-
ing effects of scanner noise, we used bunched image
acquisition in which a single volume (TA = 1.1 sec) is
acquired, followed by a silent period (1.406 sec) during
which a single stimulus item is presented. In each of
three experimental sessions, 326 functional EPI im-
ages were acquired (�13 min scanning time per ses-
sion). Six images at the start of each run were discarded
to allow the EPI signal to reach equilibrium. High-
resolution anatomical images (SPoiled GRass; SPGR)
and field maps were also acquired for use in prepro-
cessing and normalization.

Data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical
Parametric Mapping software (SPM2, Wellcome Depart-
ment of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Prior to
analysis, all images were corrected for motion by re-
aligning them with respect to the first image. A map of
the magnetic field was acquired to correct for geomet-
ric distortions to the EPIs resulting from field inhomo-
geneities (Cusack, Brett, & Osswald, 2003). The mean
of the realigned, undistorted images was coregistered
with the structural T1 volume, which was then spatially
normalized to a standard template. The same spatial
transformation was then applied to the realigned un-
distorted EPI volumes. Finally, the normalized images
were smoothed with a 12-mm full-width half-maximum

(FWHM) Gaussian kernel suitable for random-effects
analysis (Xiong et al., 2000).

Data from each subject was entered into a general
linear model using an event-related analysis procedure
( Josephs & Henson, 1999). Thirteen event types were
modeled for each session (the factorial crossing of
words/pseudowords, male/female voice, and first vs.
second, same-voice vs. second, different-voice presenta-
tion). Filler (nonrepeated) items were included with first
presentations and therefore contribute to relevant con-
trasts. An additional column coded trials on which
participants made lexical decision errors. Each event
was modeled using the canonical hemodynamic re-
sponse function in SPM2 with temporal and dispersion
derivatives to correct for changes in the latency and
duration of the evoked blood oxygen level dependent
(BOLD) response (Henson, Price, et al., 2002). Move-
ment parameters estimated at the realignment stage of
preprocessing were added as regressors of no interest.
A high-pass filter (cutoff 128 sec) and AR1 correction for
serial autocorrelation was applied. Contrasts of param-
eter estimates for the canonical hemodynamic response
from single-subject models were entered into random-
effects analyses (one-sample t tests) comparing the mean
parameter estimate over subjects to zero. Significant
results that pass both uncorrected ( p < .001) and
whole-brain corrected (false discovery rate [FDR], p <
.05, Genovese, Lazar, & Nichols, 2002) thresholds are
reported. By combining an uncorrected and corrected
threshold we limit the effect of the adaptive FDR thresh-
old that can otherwise produce a statistical threshold
more lenient than p < .001 uncorrected (if a large num-
ber of voxels are active). In subsequent analysis, the
magnitude of behavioral priming (i.e., the RT difference
between first and second presentations) was added
as a ‘‘parametric modulator’’ for second presentation
trials (Buchel, Holmes, Rees, & Friston, 1998). Parameter
estimates for the effect of this modulator in each sub-
ject were entered into random-effects analysis compar-
ing the mean effect of behavioral priming on neural
responses to zero. For this follow-up analyses and other
region-of-interest (ROI) analyses in the article we adopt
a more lenient, although still corrected, threshold (un-
corrected p < .005 and p < .1 FDR). In addition, we test
for effects at peak voxels in orthogonal contrasts at an
uncorrected threshold of p < .05. Given the degree
of smoothing used in these analyses (12 mm FWHM),
this procedure is equivalent to assessing the average
response from a small, spherical ROI centered on the
peak voxel.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Mean response times and error rates were 903 msec
and 9% for words, 1009 msec and 11% for pseudowords.
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Table 1 displays means of the RTs for correct responses
and error rates to words and pseudowords in each con-
dition for first and second presentation. RTs to second
occurrences were subtracted from RTs to the first, so a
positive value indicates facilitation (see Figure 1). To
directly compare the magnitude of priming for words
and pseudowords in the same and different voice con-
ditions, an ANOVA was performed on the priming
scores. A main effect of lexicality, F(1,12) = 14.300,
p < .003, was found, with priming effects being more
pronounced for words than for pseudowords, although
priming effects for pseudowords were still reliable,
t(12) = 7.384, p < .001. There was no effect of voice
on the magnitude of priming, either as a main effect,
F(1,12) = 2.036, p < .179, or as an interaction (Lexical-
ity � Voice: F < 1).

Imaging Results

The contrast of all word events compared to pseudo-
word events revealed reliable left-hemisphere activation

in frontal and temporal lobe regions known to be
involved in lexical and semantic processing of real words
(cf. Binder, Frost, Bellgowan, et al., 2000). In particular,
activated regions included the supramarginal gyrus ex-
tending into the angular gyrus bilaterally, the anterior
middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and the left anterior pre-
frontal cortex (see Table 2, Figure 2A, and Figure 3A). An
activation cluster was also observed in the left posterior
inferior temporal lobe, including a peak voxel in the
anterior part of the fusiform gyrus. The reverse contrast
(pseudowords vs. words) failed to show voxels that re-
sponded more to pseudowords than to words at a cor-
rected level of significance.

In the context of this experiment and in the light of
the behavioral data, a primary focus was the presence or
absence of an interaction between lexicality and repeti-
tion. The relevant comparison between the repetition
effect for words and the repetition effect for pseudo-
words did not reach a corrected level of significance in
any voxel. Whole-brain analysis did not reveal any brain
area that showed a greater repetition effect for real
words (as in the behavioral data) or the reverse effect
(a more pronounced repetition effect for pseudowords)
at a corrected level. To ensure that this did not reflect a
lack of sensitivity because whole-brain analyses are
heavily corrected for multiple comparisons, we con-
ducted two further ROI analyses. First, we tested for a
lexicality by priming interaction within brain areas that
show a lexicality effect by conducting an ROI analysis
within the region more strongly activated for real words
shown in Figure 2A. Again, there were no voxels within
this ROI that showed a lexicality by priming interaction.
Finally, to remove the need for correction for multiple
comparisons, we extracted the parameter estimates for
peak voxels that showed a lexicality effect (as listed
in Table 2) and entered these values into a two-way
ANOVA with Lexicality (two levels, word/pseudoword)
and Repetition (three levels, first presentation, second
presentation same, second presentation different) as
within-subjects factors. There was no significant lexical-
ity by priming interaction for any of the peak voxels
that showed a lexicality effect (all F < 1), although all
voxels showed a main effect of lexicality and some voxels

Table 1. Mean RTs (Milliseconds) and Error Rates (Percentages)

Words Pseudowords

First Presentation Second Presentation First Presentation Second Presentation

Condition RT ER RT ER RT ER RT ER

FF 935 0.08 868 0.06 1028 0.09 975 0.13

FM 954 0.11 835 0.06 1036 0.09 964 0.09

MF 913 0.07 852 0.06 1010 0.08 981 0.09

MM 907 0.07 819 0.05 1001 0.10 932 0.11

FF = female–female; FM = female–male; MF; male–female; MM = male–male.

Figure 1. Behavioral results: repetition priming effects by condition

(milliseconds).
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showed robust priming effects. Equivalent results were
obtained when second presentations with same and
different voice repetitions were combined in these
ANOVAs.

In the absence of any interaction between lexicality
and priming, we therefore focus on those brain regions
that showed changes in activity with repetition irrespec-
tive of the familiarity or otherwise of the stimuli (i.e.,
collapsed over word and pseudoword trials). Brain re-
gions showing reduced activity for repeated versus first
presentations included bilateral inferior frontal regions
and a posterior inferior temporal area, as well as an area
in the supplementary motor area (SMA, see Table 3,
Figure 2B, and Figure 3B). In addition to this reduced
BOLD response for repeated stimuli (‘‘repetition sup-
pression’’), a number of regions showed the oppo-
site response profile, a repetition-related increase in
activation (‘‘repetition enhancement’’). These were
dorsal frontal, orbitofrontal, and parietal regions bi-
laterally, the right posterior inferior temporal gyrus, and
an area in the precuneus extending into the parietal lobe
(see Table 4, Figure 2B, and Figure 3C). In a further
analysis, we tested for anatomical overlap between effects
of lexicality and priming, using the brain regions that
showed a lexicality effect (words > pseudowords, Fig-
ure 2B) as an ROI to detect further areas that showed
a repetition priming effect (first > second presentation,
irrespective of lexicality). However, there was no overlap
between these activations. Testing for a priming effect
in each peak voxel that showed an effect of lexicality
revealed that a peak voxel in the superior frontal gyrus
showed a reliable priming effect [�12 +50 +30, t(12) =
2.06, p < .05] in addition to the effect of lexicality, but
no interaction between lexicality and priming.

Relating Neural and Behavioral Priming Effects

We observed several brain regions in which neural re-
sponses change with repetition. The question driving the
next step of the analysis was which of the areas show-
ing repetition suppression and enhancement are most
closely associated with the behavioral facilitation ob-
served in the lexical decision responses collected in the
scanner. By looking for a more direct neural correlate of
behavioral priming, we can establish which changes with
repetition are central or epiphenomenal to priming. In a
follow-up analysis, all second presentation trials were
modeled, with the magnitude of behavioral priming en-
tered as a covariate. The significance of this covariate was
assessed within the brain regions that showed repetition
suppression and enhancement in the initial analysis.

In this analysis, we assume that if a change in neural
activity is directly related to behavioral priming, then
changes with repetition (either suppression or enhance-
ment) will be greater on trials that produce a larger
behavioral priming effect. Within regions showing repe-
tition suppression, we would therefore predict a nega-
tive correlation, such that neural responses to second
presentations will show a greater reduction on trials that
produced more behavioral priming. For each of the
peak voxels that showed repetition suppression, we

Table 2. Peak Voxels (Separated by >8 mm, in Clusters
>20 Voxels) Activated for Words Compared to Pseudowords

Location Cluster Size Z x y z

L anterior fusiform 310 5.95 �38 �36 �16

L angular gyrus 1949 4.75 �38 �70 24

L angular gyrus 4.20 �44 �80 28

L inferior parietal 3.91 �58 �42 46

L middle occipital 3.84 �32 �82 36

L supramarginal gyrus 3.81 �54 �54 30

L inferior parietal 3.66 �30 �76 46

L inferior parietal 3.21 �36 �68 48

L middle frontal gyrus 100 4.32 �34 58 16

R precuneus 2256 4.01 16 �66 30

R precuneus 4.01 14 �66 40

R posterior cingulate 3.87 8 �32 46

L posterior cingulate 3.82 �4 �14 40

L precuneus 3.81 �8 �64 34

R precuneus 3.68 12 �56 38

R precuneus 3.37 �12 �50 28

R angular gyrus 507 3.88 42 �72 20

R angular gyrus 3.61 34 �82 36

L anterior insula 39 3.81 �22 26 �16

L anterior insula 3.18 �18 12 �16

R orbitofrontal (medial) 140 3.81 14 12 �18

L IFG (pars orbitalis) 41 3.74 �36 42 �12

R angular gyrus 366 3.73 54 �50 30

R posterior MTG 3.7 52 �52 20

L anterior MTG 49 3.65 �56 0 �20

L SFG 46 3.62 �16 44 10

L SFG 83 3.57 �6 38 32

L SFG 3.31 �12 50 30

R SFG 59 3.5 18 20 54

R Heschl’s gyrus 31 3.3 56 �8 10

R Heschl’s gyrus 3.22 54 �2 16

R STG (middle) 21 3.23 50 �8 �14

R STG (middle) 3.12 42 �16 �8

All voxels, p(uncorrected) < .001, and FDR, p < .05.

IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; STG =
superior temporal gyrus.
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Figure 2. (A) Brain regions showing effects of lexicality displayed on the MNI standard brain, thresholded at p < .001 uncorrected

(equivalent to p < .05 FDR). The green arrow indicates the approximate location of a voxel in the Middle Temporal Gyrus the response

of which is plotted in Figure 3A. (B) Brain regions showing effects of repetition enhancement (red) and repetition suppression (blue),
displayed as before. Arrows indicate voxels plotted in Figure 3B (red) and 3C (blue).
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therefore tested if the mean parameter relating neural
and behavioral priming was less than zero. This com-
parison was significant for peak voxels in the left inferior
frontal gyrus [�56 +10 +36, t(12) = 3.18, p < .005],
in the left SMA [�10 +24 +44, t(12) = 2.04, p < .05],
and in the right lingual gyrus [+26, �82, �2, t(12) =
2.07, p < .05]. These correlations between behavioral
and neural priming are confirmed by a voxelwise analy-
sis using the brain regions showing repetition suppres-
sion as an ROI (see Figure 4 and Table 5). In prefrontal
regions and the SMA, activity on second presentations
was significantly correlated with the magnitude of rep-
etition priming for single trials at a corrected level of
significance. This result suggests that behavioral priming
is mediated by reductions in neural activity in these
regions.

If repetition enhancement is similarly involved in
modulating behavioral priming, we would predict an
additional enhancement of the neural response to those
second presentations that produced a larger behavioral
priming effect. However, in contrast to our findings for
repetition suppression, no significant positive correla-
tion between priming and activation was observed in any
of the peak voxels that showed repetition enhancement.
No voxels in the ROI reached even an uncorrected
threshold ( p < .05). This suggests that the dorsal frontal
and posterior regions showing repetition enhancement
do not directly contribute to behavioral priming. We will
return to this point in the discussion.

DISCUSSION

The present behavioral and fMRI study investigated the
systems responsible for spoken word recognition and

Table 3. Peak Voxels (Separated by >8 mm, in Clusters
>20 Voxels) That Showed Reduced Activation (Repetition
Suppression) for the Second Presentation of an Item
[ p(Uncorrected) < .001 and FDR p < .05]

Location Cluster Size Z x y z

L IFG (pars opercularis) 815 4.09 �46 14 18

L IFG (pars triangularis) 4.02 �46 30 4

L precentral gyrus 3.44 �56 10 36

L posterior ITG 412 3.96 �46 �46 �12

L cerebellum 3.82 �44 �56 �28

L fusiform 3.68 �36 �52 �18

R insula 217 3.9 38 28 4

SMA 534 3.86 0 18 50

L SMA 3.55 �10 24 44

R lingual gyrus 27 3.66 26 �82 �2

IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; SMA = supplementary motor area; ITG =
inferior temporal gyrus.

Figure 3. (A) Mean effect size (relative to rest) for responses to

words and pseudowords (first and same- or different-voice second

presentations) for a voxel in the anterior middle temporal gyrus
(�56, 0, �20) marked with a green arrow in Figure 2A. Error bars

show standard error of the mean after between-subject variance

has been removed, suitable for repeated-measures comparisons

(cf. Loftus and Masson, 1994). (B) Responses for a voxel in the left
middle frontal gyrus (�48, 30, 34) showing repetition enhancement,

marked with a red arrow in Figure 2B. (C) Responses for a voxel

in the left inferior frontal gyrus (�48, 14, 18) showing repetition
suppression, marked with a blue arrow in Figure 2B.
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how these systems are affected by same- and different-
voice repetitions of words and pseudowords during
lexical decision. Our goal was to determine the neuro-
anatomical basis of the lexical representations of spoken

words and to assess theories in which either abstract
phonological representations or episodic representa-
tions are responsible for repetition priming effects.

Behavioral data showed greater repetition priming for
words than for pseudowords, although response facili-
tation for the pseudowords was still statistically signifi-
cant. At the neural level, we found no evidence of the
lexicality by priming interaction observed in behavior:
Priming effects did not differ for words and pseudo-
words. Furthermore, changing the voice used for words
and pseudowords on the second presentation had no
significant effect on the magnitude of behavioral and
neural repetition priming. Whereas a number of behav-
ioral studies using other tasks have reported effects of
voice change on the magnitude of priming, our results
are in line with a previous study by Luce and Lyons
(1998) that found no effect of voice change on auditory
lexical decision. The null effect of voice change on
neural repetition priming is also consistent with an
earlier PET study by Badgaiyan et al. (2001) that found
that same- and different-voice priming produced similar
reductions in regional cerebral blood flow during an
auditory stem completion task.

Table 4. Peak Voxels (Separated by >8 mm, in Clusters
>20 Voxels) That Showed Increased Activation (Repetition
Enhancement) for the Second Presentation of an Item
[ p(Uncorrected) < .001 and FDR p < .05]

Location Cluster Size Z x y z

Precuneus 4471 5.16 0 �46 42

L precuneus 5.09 �12 �62 46

L angular gyrus 4.58 �34 �54 38

L posterior cingulum 4.28 �4 �34 18

L inferior parietal 4.21 �36 �60 50

L angular gyrus 3.97 �36 �76 44

L angular gyrus 3.79 �42 �68 46

L inferior parietal 3.57 �24 �50 34

L middle frontal gyrus 472 4.95 �48 30 34

L middle frontal gyrus 3.49 �34 20 52

R angular gyrus 1835 4.94 34 �52 38

R angular gyrus 4.68 34 �62 38

R angular gyrus 4.41 34 �68 48

R angular gyrus 3.43 56 �64 22

R middle frontal gyrus 1077 4.52 30 20 46

L orbitofrontal 567 4.39 �26 62 �4

L orbitofrontal 3.45 �20 48 �10

R inferior temporal gyrus 187 4.16 58 �52 �6

R orbitofrontal 51 3.54 28 54 �4

Figure 4. Brain regions showing a significant negative correlation between BOLD signal and the magnitude of priming (blue), thresholded

at p(uncorrected) < .005, within the region showing repetition suppression (white) at p(uncorrected) < .001.

Table 5. Peak Voxels (Separated by >8 mm, in Clusters >20
Voxels) in Which Neural Response Suppression Correlated
with Behavioral Priming within Regions Showing Repetition
Suppression [ p(Uncorrected) < .005 and p < .1 FDR]

Location Cluster Size Z x y z

SMA 129 3.11 �4 4 54

L SMA 3.08 �8 10 46

R SMA 2.70 6 10 52

IFG (pars orbitalis) 25 3.06 �36 32 �10

Precentral gyrus 27 2.83 �56 6 36

SMA = supplementary motor area; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus.
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The lack of a significant effect of changing the physical
form of the stimuli between repetitions suggests that the
representations being contacted in priming are at a
more abstract level than an episodic trace consisting of
all the physical properties of the stimulus item. How-
ever, because a repetition priming effect was observed
for pseudowords as well as words, the results also pres-
ent a problem for theories that claim that changes to
abstract lexical representations are the locus of the
repetition effect. Repetition priming for pseudowords
that lack a preexisting memory representation, coupled
with the voice change results, points toward a com-
promise position in which both the modification of
preexisting representations and the acquisition of new
representations can contribute to the priming effects.
Real word priming can benefit from both components
(Henson, 2003), whereas for pseudowords, recent be-
havioral evidence suggests that these two mechanisms
can produce conflicting effects on lexical decision re-
sponses (episodic facilitation and familiarity-based inhibi-
tion; see Wagenmakers, Zeelenberg, Steyvers, Shiffrin, &
Raaijmakers, 2004; Zeelenberg, Wagenmakers, & Shiffrin,
2004). We will consider in a later section what sort of
mechanism is suggested by this pattern of priming.

Responses to Words and Pseudowords

A number of brain regions showed elevated activation
for real words compared to pseudowords. There were
three distinct loci in the left temporal lobe that showed
this elevated response, all three of which were observed
previously in a meta-analysis by Binder, Frost, Bellgowan,
et al. (2000). We will initially focus on the posterior
and anterior portion of the superior temporal gyrus
(STG) because these areas correspond to the dorsal
and ventral pathways in the macaque auditory system.
Elevated activation for real words in the posterior STG
and angular gyrus, as observed in the current study,
confirms a number of earlier reports (Kotz, Cappa, von
Cramon, & Friederici, 2002; Price, Moore, Humphreys,
& Wise, 1997; Vandenberghe, Price, Wise, Josephs, &
Frackowiak, 1996; Demb et al., 1995; Kapur et al., 1994;
Demonet et al., 1992; Petersen, Fox, Posner, Mintun,
& Raichle, 1988). Activation for real words compared
to pseudowords in the anterior superior temporal sul-
cus is also consistent with a number of recent studies
that measured neural responses for intelligible speech
compared with temporally reversed speech (Crinion,
Lambon-Ralph, Warburton, Howard, & Wise, 2003), spec-
trally reversed speech (Scott, Blank, et al., 2000), or in
a correlational design for a number of distortion types
(Davis & Johnsrude, 2003). In a recent study, Cohen,
Jobert, Le Bihan, and Dehaene (2004) labeled this ante-
rior temporal area an ‘‘auditory word form area’’ be-
cause it displayed repetition suppression for spoken
words, although this was not observed in our work.
The pattern of results that we observe in which re-

sponses are observed in both anterior and posterior
temporal regions is common to many recent fMRI
studies using spoken stimuli. For instance, both Davis
and Johnsrude (2003) and Narain et al. (2003) report
both posterior and anterior temporal activation in fMRI
studies assessing responses to sentences of varying
intelligibility.

A third temporal lobe region in which an elevated
response for real words was observed was an anterior
region of the fusiform gyrus. Although frequently asso-
ciated with visual processing of words, the inferior tem-
poral region activated in this contrast is actually around
2 cm anterior to the visual word form area (Cohen,
Jobert, et al., 2004; McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene,
2003; Cohen, Lehericy, et al., 2002) and falls within a
multimodal region of cortex (Price & Devlin, 2003).
Other studies have shown semantic activation in this re-
gion for experiments using words as stimuli. For in-
stance, this region shows differences in activation for
concrete and abstract nouns irrespective of modality of
presentation (Fiebach & Friederici, 2003; Wise et al.,
2000). It is also activated during word reading by blind
users of Braille (Buchel, Price, & Friston, 1998), although
in this case activation was not modulated by concrete-
ness. These comparisons are relevant to the current
study because in this work the real words presented
were all concrete nouns. It may be that the activation
observed in these (and other) regions reflect semantic
processes that distinguish between real words and
pseudowords. This observation is consistent with com-
putational and neuropsychological investigations that
propose that lexical decisions are computed using se-
mantic information (see Rogers, Lambon Ralph, Hodges,
& Patterson, 2004; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997;
Plaut, 1997). Consistent with this semantic hypothesis,
we also observed elevated activation for real words
in a rostral prefrontal region (Brodmann’s area [BA]
9, �6 +38 +32) that has also been activated during
other semantic tasks using word stimuli (Scott, Leff, &
Wise, 2003; Poldrack et al., 1999; Gabrieli, Poldrack, &
Desmond, 1998; Binder, Frost, Hammeke, et al., 1997).
Finally, we observed a lexicality effect in a region of the
middle frontal gyrus (BA 10/46, �34 +58 +16) previ-
ously associated with aspects of mnemonic retrieval and
control (see, for instance, Simons & Spiers, 2003). Con-
sistent with a mnemonic interpretation of certain of
these frontal activations, this region overlaps with an
orbitofrontal region that shows repetition enhance-
ment, a result that will be discussed in more detail in
the next section.

On the basis of these results, it seems that neuro-
imaging contrasts between real and pseudowords are
insufficient to distinguish the functional contributions of
anterior and posterior temporal lobe systems; both
seem to be engaged during the recognition of spoken
words (see Scott & Johnsrude, 2003; Hickok & Poeppel,
2000, 2004, for relevant discussion). Evidence from
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neuropsychological studies with semantic dementia
(Chan et al., 2001; Galton et al., 2001; Mummery et al.,
1999) and aphasic stroke patients (Bates et al., 2003)
suggest a role for both of these temporal lobe areas in
lexical/semantic processing and are therefore similarly
inconclusive. Thus, a variety of data suggests that both
anterior and posterior temporal systems contribute to
lexical/semantic processing. An important goal for future
work is to functionally segregate these contributions
(see Rodd, Davis, & Johnsrude, 2005, for one such
study).

There were no brain areas in this study that showed
a significant reverse lexicality effect, that is, greater
activation for pseudowords. This is despite behavioral
results showing that lexical decision responses to pseu-
dowords were slower and likely to be more effortful
than responses to real words. The current results are
in contrast to studies reporting elevated responses to
pseudowords in lateral temporal regions. This could be
due to methodological differences. Kotz et al. (2002),
for instance, observed differential activation for words
and pseudowords in the anterior and middle STG
using a semantically primed auditory lexical decision
task. This may reflect an attempt by participants in the
Kotz et al. study to use the semantic prime as a cue
to the meaning of a nonword. Newman and Twieg
(2001), using the phoneme monitoring task, found
an increase in activation for pseudoword processing
in the left posterior STG, perhaps reflecting greater
difficulty in phonological processing for nonwords. Fur-
ther investigations comparing responses to nonwords
in different task situations may be informative in this
respect.

Effects of Stimulus Repetition
on Neural Responses

In the present study, we observed two types of change
as a consequence of repetition—repetition suppression
(i.e., a reduced response to second presentations) and
repetition enhancement (an increased response to sec-
ond presentations). Unlike previous studies using visu-
ally presented words (Fiebach, Gruber, & Supp, 2005),
faces or symbols (Henson, Price, et al., 2002; Henson,
Shallice, & Dolan, 2000) these two profiles were ob-
served consistently for both familiar and unfamiliar
stimuli (words and pseudowords), but were observed
in neuroanatomically distinct locations within frontal
and posterior cortices.

One possible reason for the lack of word-specific
priming effects in this study, in contrast to visual priming
studies, lies in the nature of spoken word recognition.
The recognition of spoken words entails processing a
continuous input that is temporarily ambiguous at early
points during recognition. Unlike written words, which
are perceived in parallel (at least for short words), the
speech signal is spread out in time such that for a

substantial portion of the input it is not possible to
distinguish words from pseudowords, or primed from
unprimed items. This property of speech therefore sug-
gests that representations activated at early time points
during the recognition of spoken items will be equiva-
lent for primed and unprimed words and pseudowords.
Only once an appropriate representation has been
activated can lexicality or priming effects (which may
depend on the task being performed) come into play.

Although we know of no fMRI studies that directly
compare long-term priming of words and pseudowords
in the auditory and visual modalities, differences be-
tween auditory and visual word and pseudoword prim-
ing have been observed in behavioral studies. In
particular, McKone and Dennis (2000) found that audi-
tory repetition priming of lexical decision was longer
lasting than visual priming, especially for nonwords.
Intervening items reduced the priming effect for visually
presented nonwords but not for auditory nonwords for
which robust priming was still present after three inter-
vening trials (about 8 sec), showing the same rate of
decay as real words. Although these behavioral findings
may not have direct implications for the BOLD priming
effects measured in this study, they suggest that differ-
ences in the auditory and visual priming of words and
nonwords could explain the differences between visual
and auditory repetition suppression in fMRI.

The lag by lexicality interaction reported by McKone
and Dennis (2000) also suggests a second possible ex-
planation for the absence of a lexicality by priming in-
teraction in the current study. Neuroimaging studies of
repetition priming have reported significant reductions
in the magnitude of priming effects as a function of the
lag between first and second presentations, for faces and
symbols (Henson, Rylands, Ross, Vuilleumeir, & Rugg,
2004; Henson, Shallice, & Dolan, 2000) and for words
(Wagner, Koutsaal, et al., 2000), in areas such as the fu-
siform gyrus (although see van Turennout, Ellmore, &
Martin, 2000). Building on the suggestions of Henson,
Rylands, et al. (2004), the discrepancies between re-
sults in our long-lag priming study and recent immedi-
ate priming studies (e.g., Cohen, Jobert, et al., 2004)
might be a consequence of the delay that we introduced
between first and second presentations. Two recent
studies showing familiarity effects on face priming both
used immediate repetition (Eger et al., 2005; Rothstein
et al., 2004).

We observed repetition suppression for words and
pseudowords in a number of brain regions previously
associated both with lexical/semantic processing and
response generation. In particular, we saw a reduced
response to second presentations in inferolateral frontal
regions of both hemispheres, in regions activated for
a range of linguistic and nonlinguistic tasks (Duncan &
Owen, 2000). One unifying function proposed for these
regions, which could explain both the priming profile
observed in this task and a number of other studies of
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semantic processing (Buckner et al., 2000; Thompson-
Schill, D’Esposito, & Kan, 1999; Wagner, Desmond, Demb,
Glover, & Gabrieli, 1997), is that these frontal regions
are engaged in response selection ( Jiang & Kanwisher,
2003; Schluter, Krams, Rushworth, & Passingham, 2001;
Schumacher & D’Esposito, 2000; Rowe, Toni, Josephs,
Frackowiak, & Passingham, 2000). Our observation of re-
petition suppression in frontal and motor regions (such
as the SMA) would be consistent with priming also having
an effect on response generation and motor prepara-
tion processes. This is congruent with other observations
of changes in premotor and motor cortical activity with
increased practice at a task (Floyer-Lea & Matthews, 2004;
Jansma, Ramsey, Slagter, & Kahn, 2001; Petersen, van
Mier, Fiez, & Raichle, 1998; Raichle et al., 1994). Other
authors have similarly suggested a link between effects
of practice and repetition priming (Poldrack & Gabrieli,
2001; Logan, 1990).

We also saw significant repetition suppression in a
region of the posterior fusiform gyrus in the left hemi-
sphere. This activation overlaps with an area that
showed cross-modal priming during word stem comple-
tion (Buckner et al., 2000), a finding that led these
authors to propose that the posterior fusiform plays a
role in the manipulation of lexical/semantic represen-
tations during stem completion. Our observation of
equivalent repetition suppression for both words and
pseudowords is difficult to reconcile with any strictly
semantic role for this region. This result, coupled with
the fact that this fusiform activation for spoken stimuli is
very close to the fusiform region that has been described
as a ‘‘visual word form area’’ (Cohen, Lehericy, et al.,
2002; Fiebach, Friederici, Muller, & von Cramon, 2002;
Polk & Farah, 2002), might suggest a more general role
for this region (e.g., in phonological retrieval, Hillis et al.,
2005; Price & Devlin, 2003; Price, Winterburn, Giraud,
Moore, & Noppeney, 2003) as well as for generating
visual form representations for written words. Recent
work has proposed a gradation of function between
posterior and anterior fusiform regions, correspond-
ing to phonological and semantic processes in reading
(Mechelli et al., 2005). On this basis, we therefore
speculate that the repetition suppression effect ob-
served in posterior fusiform may arise from repeated
phonological processing of spoken materials, whereas
the lexicality effect observed in more anterior regions
arises from a semantic process that is unaffected by
repetition.

In addition to these repetition suppression effects, we
observed a number of brain regions in which second
presentations of words and pseudowords evoked an
enhanced response compared to first presentations. In
particular, bilateral regions of the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex showed an elevated response to second presen-
tations, as did a large, bilateral inferior parietal region,
the precuneus and the right posterior inferior temporal
cortex.1 Comparing this pattern of activation with that

observed in studies of retrieval from episodic memory
shows a striking degree of overlap with the neural
regions that respond when subjects are instructed to
explicitly distinguish old, studied items from novel, un-
studied foils (Donaldson, Petersen, Ollinger, & Buckner,
2001; for reviews, see Simons & Spiers, 2003; Rugg &
Henson, 2002; Buckner & Wheeler, 2001). This overlap
in activation suggests that task situations in which re-
petition produces a behavioral priming effect also in-
volve retrieval of episodic memories of prior encounters
with those repeated stimuli.

Although priming effects in neuropsychological pop-
ulations have been dissociated from episodic memory
retrieval (Schachter & Tulving, 1994; Squire & Cohen,
1984; Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1974), it remains un-
clear whether supposedly ‘‘implicit’’ measures of mem-
ory (such as behavioral priming) in healthy volunteers
are uncontaminated by episodic influences. Behavioral
investigations of spoken word priming show that epi-
sodic details of previous encounters with spoken words
(such as the voice in which they are produced) can
influence subsequent processing in certain tasks (Pilotti
et al., 2000; Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Goldinger, 1996). It is
therefore critical to consider whether repetition effects
observed in neuroimaging data are linked to the behav-
ioral consequences of priming—that is, faster and more
accurate responding.

The results of an analysis in which neural activity was
correlated with the magnitude of behavioral priming on
a trial-by-trial basis shows that repetition priming is more
closely linked to prefrontal and motor systems involved
in response selection and motor preparation than to
systems involved in episodic retrieval. At a single-trial
level, the magnitude of behavioral priming was best
predicted by the degree of repetition suppression in
the left inferior frontal gyrus and in the SMA. Thus, brain
regions previously associated with aspects of response
generation seem to be closely linked to our behavioral
repetition priming effects. Similar results have also been
obtained for the between-subject correlation of behav-
ioral and neural priming for written words (Maccotta
& Buckner, 2004). Both these findings can be related to
a recent proposal that repetition priming reflects rap-
id stimulus–response learning (Dobbins et al., 2004).
In the behavioral priming literature, three lines of evi-
dence provide support for this response learning in-
terpretation. First, the priming effect is often specific
to the task performed on the stimulus on its initial pre-
sentation (see Logan, 1990). Second, there are reports
that priming effects increase as a function of the num-
ber of repetitions (Lewis & Ellis, 1999; Brown, Jones,
& Mitchell, 1996; Grant & Logan, 1993; Logan, 1988,
1990; Forbach, Stanners, & Hochhaus, 1974; although
see Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977). Final-
ly, in the context of studies such as ours, which show
priming effects for both familiar and unfamiliar items,
response learning is a plausible mechanism for generat-
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ing priming effects for pseudowords because stimulus–
response associations could still apply even if no preex-
isting lexical–semantic representation of a pseudoword
exists.

Although we cannot draw strong conclusions from
null findings in relating neural and behavioral effects, the
absence of any correlation between priming and the
robust repetition enhancement observed in brain re-
gions associated with episodic retrieval at least chal-
lenges the idea that episodic memory plays a critical
role in producing repetition priming. Just as neuropsy-
chological evidence has suggested that patients with
deficits in episodic memory can nonetheless show in-
tact repetition priming, so neural activity in regions
involved in episodic memory (such as the dorsolat-
eral prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal regions and the
precuneus) may be epiphenomenal to the behavioral
priming that is observed in response times. Functional
imaging techniques will show all the activity that is
associated with stimulus presentation including pro-
cesses that may not be necessarily involved in generating
a response.

In summary, the present study confirms and extends
findings on the role of the temporal lobe, both anterior
and posterior, in the processing of spoken words. We
show in a single study that both the anterior and
posterior temporal areas identified in a meta-analysis
of lexicality effects (Binder, Frost, Bellgowan, et al.,
2000) show activity consistent with lexical/semantic pro-
cessing of speech. However, to date, repetition priming
has not provided a simple means by which we can
determine the unique contribution of each of these
regions to the recognition of familiar spoken words.
Concerning the nature of the repetition priming ef-
fects, a parsimonious explanation of the results of the
correlational analyses performed on the imaging data
and of the repetition priming observed for pseudo-
words is that there is a component of the priming ef-
fect that reflects response learning (cf. Dobbins et al.,
2004). However, the absence of voice effects on be-
havioral and neural priming suggests that even if prim-
ing is based on learnt responses for specific spoken
items, these derive from abstract representations which
exclude voice-specific information.
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Note

1. As noted by an anonymous reviewer, it is of interest that
repetition enhancement effect in posterior inferior temporal
regions arises in a near-homologous region to the left inferior
temporal region that shows repetition suppression. Although
we are at a loss to explain this observation, we note that some
visual priming studies with written words have reported dif-
ferential repetition effects in left and right inferior temporal
regions (e.g., Dehaene, Naccache, Ciuciu, et al., 2004; Dehaene,
Naccache, Cohen, et al., 2001).
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